Root of Health IV menu
Immune Modulating (designed for Autoimmune recovery and leaky gut syndrome)
This formulation is high vitamins and mineral to fill the nutrient deficiencies cause by Autoimmune
conditions, boost energy, increase digestive healing time and most importantly helps to modulate the
immune system, allowing it to calm down. We customize this formula based on your AI condition.
Slow down the Aging Process
Vitamin C help to build collagen. As we age, the amount of vitamin C in our skin decreases leading to
wrinkles and age spots. Intravenous vitamin C can help minimize the aging process. This treatment is
also followed with a glutathione push. Glutathione is the body’s most potent anti-oxidant. It protects
our cells from free radical damage and premature aging and help detoxify the liver. If you are looking
to optimize the age of your cells (and you skin), this formula is perfect for you.
Healthy GUT
Do you have a digestive condition? Crohn’s, Ulcerative Colitis, IBS or leaky gut syndrome? Then this IV
formula was designed for you! Vitamin C and Glutathione promote cellular recovery and reduce gut
inflammation. This formula helps to shorten flare-ups and lengthens periods of remission. Added
vitamins, minerals, and amino acids also help to replenish deficiencies from diminished absorption
through the damaged gut wall, while improving energy, focus and vitality.
Brain De-fogger
Having troubles concentrating? Experiencing that afternoon head fog? This formula will help support
the brain function and mental clarity. It contains phosphatidylcholine, a vital nutrient in brain function
and supports cognitive function.
The Quick Energizer
Get infused with a combination of vitamin C, B5, B6, B12, B-complex, Magnesium, selenium, calcium
and zinc in only 15-20 minutes. This formula is designed to help those who need a pick-me-up after a
period of stress, lack of sleep, over-exertion, or to help recover from jetlag.

O ur “Ounce of Prevention”, The Immunizer
With a mix of immune boosters, anti-oxidants and adrenal support, this formula helps to boost the
body’s natural defenses. This formula can help prevent the common cold or the flu or, if you are
currently sick it can be used to speed up your recovery time.
Clean and lean
Need a detox? Have you lost weight and at a plateau? This formula helps enhance the detoxification
pathways. When we drop weight, we dump toxins into the blood stream, for many people this is why
you can’t drop the last 5-10 lbs – you’re at a plateau, this helps your liver clear out the extra toxins and
gives you a nice energy boost to enhance your gym work!
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The Recovery Formula
This formula combines wound healing vitamins with amino acids to help recover from surgery or high
levels of Inflammation. It can be used pre-and post-surgery to reduce pain, inflammation and decrease
recovery times.
Performance Enhancing
This is perfect for elite athletes and the weekend warriors. This formula contains vitamin C to prevent
free radical damage, Magnesium and calcium to support muscle function, glutathione to reduce
inflammation and B vitamins to improve energy and performance. Whether you are training for an
event, or just trying to get back into a fitness regime, this treatment can help support the body and
improve muscle recovery time.
Dental Procedures (Mercury Filling Removal)
Did you know that removal of mercury dental fillings can contribute to mercury overload in the body?
High dose vitamin C treatments are beneficial to help reduce mercury levels in the body during dental
mercury amalgam removal. This will prevent and reduce the neurological side effects cause by
mercury toxicity such as numbness, fatigue, aches/pains and abdominal discomfort.
Do you see an IV you like? Talk to your Naturopathic Doctor to find out if you’re a good match for IV
therapy. We also offer IV visits with Dr. Danby, ND to find out if you can benefit from it.
Please note that depending on the IV and your health routine blood work maybe required before an IV
can be performed. .
The most powerful element of IV Therapy is the way that it can be customized and tailored to each
individual patient. Because no treatment or therapy regimen is perfect for all patients, IV Therapy
allows for subtle changes in dosage and nutrients used in order to provide your unique body with
exactly what you need to be healthier, safer and better able to triumph over your health concerns.
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